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Abstract-IEEE 802.11 DCF has been widely used in
wireless multi-hop ad hoc networks as the medium access
control protocol. However, how well it can perform has
not been well studied. In this paper, we first propose
a new Markov chain model to analyze the per-node
throughput by taking into consideration three important
issues in multi-hop networks, i.e., physical carrier sensing
threshold, signal-to-interference plus noise ratio threshold,
and hidden terminal problems. Then, we validate our
analytical model by simulations. We find the simulation
results match our theoretical results well.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless ad hoc networks have drawn extensive atten
tion due to the easy and quick deployment, as well as
the low cost. They are playing important roles in both
commercial and military applications. Since the wireless
channel is shared by all the nodes in the network, a
medium access control (MAC) protocol is needed to
reduce collisions. Although initially standardized for
wireless local area networks (WLANs), the IEEE 802.11
DCF (Distributed Coordination Function), known as
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA), with an optional use of RTS/CTS [2], has
been widely employed and becomes the de facto MAC
protocol in ad hoc networks.

There are quite a number of papers in the literature
on the perfonnance of IEEE 802.11 MAC in WLANs,
such as [3] [4] [7] [9]. Recently, some researches have
extended the perfonnance analysis of IEEE 802.11 MAC
to multi-hop ad hoc networks. Wang et al. [13] propose
a Markov chain to analyze the saturation throughput,
which is the first analytical model in multi-hop ad hoc
networks. By adopting Bianchi's result [3], Carvalho
et al. [5] and Medepalli et al. [11] also study the
perfonnance of IEEE 802.11 MAC in multi-hop ad
hoc networks. However, in [13], [5], and [11], physi
cal carrier sensing threshold and signal-to-interference
plus noise ratio (SINR) threshold are not considered,
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which are two important issues in IEEE 802.11 MAC.
Specifically, a node can transmit packets only if the
detected power level is below the physical carrier sensing
threshold, and a transmission is successful only if the
SINR at the receiver is above the SINR threshold.
Although Durvy et al. [6] and Zhu et al. [15] take
these two issues into consideration, they make too simple
assumptions, i.e., 1) if an RTS transmission is successful
in the first time slot, this RTS transmission would be
successful, and 2) if an RTS transmission is successful,
the following CTS, DATA, and ACK transmissions can
all be successful. These assumptions are true in WLANs,
but not necessarily true in multi-hop ad hoc networks
due to the hidden tenninal problems. Besides, Zhai et al.
[14] and Kim et al. [8] study the perfonnance of IEEE
802.11 MAC in multi-hop ad hoc networks, respectively.
But, they do not consider the operation rules of IEEE
802.11 MAC, i.e., the four-way (RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK)
handshake. Instead, they derive the achievable rates using
Shannon Capacity fonnula, which as we all know, are
much higher than what we can practically achieve in the
networks.

In this paper, we analyze the per-node saturation
throughput in multi-hop ad hoc networks using IEEE
802.11 MAC. We define saturation throughput as the
throughput when all nodes in the network always have
packets to send. The reason why we are interested in
this issue is that in certain scenarios [10] [9], if the
traffic arrival rate of each node is smaller than the
saturation throughput, the queues of the nodes will have
a proper, joint stationary distribution. In what follows,
we use throughput instead of saturation throughput for
simplicity. In our analysis, we propose a new Markov
chain model to derive the per-node throughput. We
differentiate the transmission range and the physical
carrier sensing range to take physical carrier sensing
threshold into consideration. We introduce two new
concepts, namely hidden areas and hidden interfering
areas, to take into account the hidden tenninal problems
and SfN R threshold. Interestingly, we find that hidden
interfering areas for RTS transmissions and for DATA



transmissions are not necessarily the same, depending
on the distance between a transmitter and a receiver,
the physical carrier sensing threshold, and the SINR
threshold. We also validate our analytical model by sim
ulations, and the simulation results match our theoretical
results well.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec
tion II, we present our proposed Markov chain model to
derive the per-node throughput. Simulations are carried
out in Section III to verify our analytical model. We
finally conclude this paper in Section IV.

II. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

In this paper, we have the following assumptions on
the node setting and placement:

• Nodes operate in time-slotted mode.
• Each node always has packets in its buffer to send.
• All nodes have the same physical carrier sensing

range and the same transmission range, which are
denoted by Rand aR, respectively, where 0 < a ~

1.
• Nodes in the network are distributed according

to two dimensional Poisson process with Poisson
density p (p > 0). Thus, the probability that there
are i nodes in an area of ~S, denoted by p( i ~ :3), is

( . 5) _ (pS)i -pS
P 2, ~ - ., e .

1, •

Recall that in [3], Bianchi studies the performance of
IEEE 802.11 DCF in wireless networks where any two
nodes are within the transmission range of each other.
Two hidden assumptions are made which are, first, when
one node is transmitting RTS, this transmission can be
successful only if none of the other nodes transmit in the
first time slot of the RTS transmission, and second, the
success of RTS transmission can ensure the successful
four-way handshake (RTS/CTS/DATAIACK). These two
assumptions hold in single-hop ad hoc networks. How
ever, they are not valid in multi-hop ad hoc networks
due to hidden terminal problems.

Referring to Fig. 1, assume there is a transmission
from node A to node B. The nodes in the shaded
Area I are "hidden terminals" of node A, and we call
this area "hidden area of transmitter A". Due to the
hidden terminal problem, the successful transmission
of RTS in the first slot cannot guarantee the success
of this RTS transmission. Besides, since some of the
hidden terminals may not be able to correctly receive
the CTS from node B, the DATA transmissions could
also be interrupted. As a result, the success of RTS
transmission does not necessarily lead to a successful
four-way handshake.

2

Fig. 1. Hidden area in multi-hop ad hoc networks. Small circles
and large circles are transmission ranges and physical carrier sensing
ranges, respectively.

On the other hand, we contend that CTS and ACK
transmissions can be successful with a high probability.
As shown in Fig. 1, when node A transmits an RTS, the
nodes in A's transmission range will correctly receive this
packet and keep silent for the rest of this whole transmis
sion, i.e., a period of3*SIF S+Tcts+Tdata +Tack, where
S I F S is the short interframe space as defined in IEEE
802.11 [2], Tcts , Tdata, and Tack are the transmission
time of CTS, DATA, and ACK frames, respectively.
Moreover, the nodes outside A's transmission range but
within A's physical carrier sensing range cannot decode
the RTS and will keep silent for a period of ElFS,
which is equal to S I F S +Tcts +D I F S. Thus, the nodes
in Area II will not interrupt node A's CTS reception. In
other words, there is no hidden terminal problem for
CTS reception. Similarly, these nodes will not interrupt
node A's ACK reception, either. Although node A is
still interfered by those nodes outside its physical carrier
sensing range when receiving CTS or ACK, the interfer
ence caused is very limited. Therefore, we consider CTS
and ACK transmissions always successful in this paper.

Based on the analysis above, we can model the states
of a node in the network by a Markov chain. As shown
in Fig. 2, an observed node has four states:

• "Waiting" is the state when the node backs off or
defers its transmissions for other nodes.

• "RTS collision" is the state when the node initiates
a RTS transmission but fails.

• "DATA collision" is the state when the node initiates
a DATA transmission but fails, which means the
RTS/CTS handshake before DATA transmission is
successful.

• "Success" is the state when the node finishes the
four way handshake successfully.

Let 7rw, 7rr, 7rd, and 7rs denote the steady-state proba
bilities of states Waiting, RTS collision, DATA collision,
and Success, respectively. Then, the corresponding time
periods for each state, denoted by Tw , Tr , Td, and Ts ,
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the nodes in the observed node's carrier sensing range
transmit, i.e.,

P~w 1 - r (8)
00 2 i

P~w L(1- r)i (P1r~ ) e-p7rR
2

i=O Z.

= e-TN (9)

(10)

(11)

(12)Pws(r) = Po . PI . P2 . P3(r) . P4(r) . P5(r)

Po = Pr{Transmitter transmits in a time slot}

PI = Pr{Receiver does not transmit in the same

time slot}

P2 = Pr{None of the nodes in the sensing range of

the transmitter transmit in the same time slot}

P3 (r) = Pr{None of the nodes in the hidden area of

h . . . r L rts l I I}t e transmItter transmIt In -- sots r
rbasie fJ

P4(r) = Pr{No node in the hidden interfering area of

h · . . r Lrts l I I}t e receIver transmIts In --~ sots r
rbasieU

P5(r) = Pr{No node in the hidden interfering area of

the receiver transmits in

f(Ldata _ EIFS)/81 slotslr}
rdata

where N = p1fR2 is the expected number of neighbors
in one node's carrier sensing range.

Substituting (8) and (9) into (7), and then into (6), we
obtain

Denote the hidden interfering area of a receiver by
SH1, which is defined as follows:

SH1 = Scs n S1,

where

1
1fw =

2-(1-r)e-TN ·

Next, we attempt to derive the steady-state probability
1fs . Since

(1)

(2)

we need to find the transition probability Pws . Define
Pws (r) as the probability that a transmitter can finish
a four-way handshake successfully under the condition

(4) that the transmitter and its corresponding receiver are at
a distance r away from each other, where 0 < r ::; aRe
Then,

(5)

1fw P ww + 1fr + 1fd + 1fs

1fw + 1fr + 1fd + 1fs1

respectively, are

Fig. 2. Node state transition diagram considering hidden terminals.

fJ

L rts + EIFS
rbasie

L rts + Lets + (LHPHY + LHMAC + Ldata)

rbasie rbasie r data

+EIFS + 2 *SIFS (3)

L rts + L cts + Lack + 3 *SIFS
rbasie

+(LHPHY + LHMAC + Ldata),

rbasie r data

where fJ is the period of a single time slot, L rts , Lets,

Ldata, and Lack are the length of RTS, CTS, DATA, and
ACK frames, respectively, LHP HY and LHM AC are the
length of physical and MAC headers of a DATA frame,
respectively, rbasie and r data are the basic rate and the
data rate, respectively, EIFS and SIFS are as defined
in IEEE 802.11 standard [2].

Thus, the per-node throughput, denoted by ,x, can be
calculated as follows:

which results in
1

1fw=. (6)
2-Pww

Since Pww is the probability that a node continues to
stay in Waiting state,

,X= 1fs ·Ldata .

1fwTw + 1frTr + 1fdTd + 1fsT s

Obviously, in order to derive the per-node throughput, we
need to first obtain the four steady-state probabilities.

Denote by P ww , P wr , P wd, and P ws the transition
probabilities from Waiting to Waiting, from Waiting to
RTS collision, from Waiting to DATA collision, and from
Waiting to Success, respectively. We have

P ww = P~w . P~w, (7). h S h h . I' . f hWIt cs t e p ySIca carner sensIng area 0 t e corre-
where P~w is the probability that the observed node does sponding transmitter, Scs the area outside the physical
not transmit, and P~w is the probability that none of carrier sensing range of the transmitter, and S1 the
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Fig. 3. Hidden areas of the transmitter.

(14)

(15)

(16)

PO==T

PI ==1 - T

F2==p2 == e-TN
ww

From the above, we can obtain

where G('f) is the hidden area of the transmitter, H ('f)
and H' (r) are the hidden interfering areas for RTS and
DATA transmissions, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 3, we have

2 1 2 'f r~
G(r) = nR - 4[2 R arccos(2R) - "4V R~ - 4]

nR2 - 2R2arccos (~) + rJR2 - 1'2 (20)
2R 4

To calculate H(r), we need to consider three cases:

1) R2:r/+r,i.e.,r~ R l .Thiscaseisshown
SINR, +1

in Fig. 4(a), and

(13)
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where Pt and Pr are the transmitted power and the
received power, respectively, C is a constant related to
the antenna profiles of the transmitter and the receiver,
wavelength, and so on, d is the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver, and r is the path loss
exponent. Let 5f I N R denote the Signal-to-Interference
plus Noise Ratio required to correctly receive a signal.
We have

where 'f/ is the interference range.
Recall the power propagation model given in [12]:

C
Pr(d) == Pt dr'

interfering area of the receiver where a single node's
transmission can ruin the receiver's reception. Obviously,

5cs == rrR2
, 5/ == rrrJ.

l.e., H(r) ==0.
1

'f/==r·5INR-:;.

In (12), P3('f), P4('f), and Ps(r) are all functions of r.
P3 (T) can be interpreted as that all the nodes within the
receiver's carrier sensing range should keep silent during
a period of rr~:::e5 l slots before an RTS is transmitted
since otherwise the receiver cannot receive the RTS due
to its physical carrier sensing. Since the transmitter was
in Waiting state, we only need the hidden tenninals of
the transmitter to keep silent. P4 ('f) can be interpreted
as that the vulnerable period for the RTS transmission is

only rr::::e5 l slots during which those hidden interfering
tenninals should keep silent. Ps ('f) can be interpreted as
that the DATA transmission can be interrupted because
those nodes in the hidden interfering area of the receiver
did not correctly receive the CTS from the receiver.
The nodes in the hidden interfering area of the receiver
will keep silent for a period of EIFS during the DATA
transmission, and thus the the vulnerable period for
DATA transmission is I(Ldata - ElFS) / bl slots.

rdatn

2) r/ - r < R < rI + r, i.e., R i < r <
SINR-=; +1

R i . This case is as shown in Fig. 4(b), and
SINR-=f -1

H(r) == rJj3 + rRsina - R 2a,

where

f3

3) R~rI-r,i.e.,r2 R i • This case is shown
SINR:::; -1

in Fig. 4(c), and

H (T) == rrr} - rrR2
.

Recall that H' (1') denotes the hidden interfering area
for DATA transmissions. Since the CTS transmission
has been successful, those nodes within the receiver's
transmission range will keep silent for the remaining
time of the current transmission, and will not interfere
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(c) Case 3

Fig. 4. Hidden interfering areas for RTS transmission.

with the receiver's DATA reception. Let ST denote the
transmission area of the receiver. We have

H'(r) == H(r) \ (H(r) n ST).

Define STl as H(r) n ST. We need to consider two
cases to calculate STl:

1) 2aR::; R, i.e., a ::; ~, as shown in Fig. 5(a). We
have

tI'

// R
I

I,
I
I,
\
\
\

\
\

"' ......... _----,,"
(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Hidden interfering areas for DATA transmission.

receiver is

Thus, the transition probability Pws can be calculated
as follows:

(26)

Finally, the steady-state probability 7rr is

Up to now, we have successfully derived all the four
steady-state probabilities. Substituting them into (5), we
can eventually obtain the per-node throughput.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we carry out simulations to validate
our theoretical model. We use NS2 (Version 2.29 [1])
as the network simulator. The simulation parameters are
shown in Table I.

Besides, as shown in Fig. 6, we use a grid topology
to perform the simulation, where 49 nodes are uniformly
distributed in 7 rows and 7 columns. The distances
between two neighboring rows and two neighboring
columns are both 250 meters.

Since in the simulation the nodes are uniformly dis
tributed, (16), (17), (18), and (19) should instead be (I-

N PG(r)r~l H(r)r~l7) ,(1-7) Tbasic c5 ,(1-7)P Tbasic 15 ,and (1-
TtH'(r)l(~::::-EIFS)/lil, respectively. However, accord

ing to the simulation settings, N in (16) is equal to 13,

(22)

(23)

a'

{3'

2r
f(r) = a2R2' 0 < r < aR. (21)

S - {O if r ::; (1 - a)R
Tl - rJ{3' + rRsina' - R 2a'if r > (1 - a)R~

where

STl == O.

2) 2aR > R, i.e., ~ < a ::; 1, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
We have

r 2 + R 2
- a2 R2

arccos -----
2rR

r2 + a2 R 2
- R2

7r - arccos ------
2raR

Assume each transmitter chooses its corresponding
receiver from its neighbors within the transmission range
with equal probability. Then, the probability density
function of the distance between a transmitter and a

l
aR 2r

Pws == 22Pws (r)dr.
oaR

By substituting (22) into (11), we can obtain 7rs.

Similarly, the steady-state probability 1rd can be ob
tained by
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Fig. 7. Theoretical and simulation results for nodes 1-9 when
CliVmin = 31, CWmax = 1023.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we derive analytical results on the per
node saturation throughput in multi-hop ad hoc networks
using IEEE 802.11 DCF. Simulations are carried out

terminals, and 2 hidden interfering nodes for both RTS
and DATA transmissions, and nodes 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and
9 have 5 hidden terminals, and 2 hidden interfering
nodes for both RTS and DATA transmissions. Thus,
on average, each of the nine center nodes has 14/3
hidden terminals, and 2 hidden interfering nodes for both
RTS and DATA transmissions, i.e., pG(r) == 14/3, and
pH(r) == pH'Cr) == 2.

We depict the results for OWmin == 31, CWmax ==
1023, and for CWmin == CWmax == 31, in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8, respectively. The small rectangles indicates the
variances of the transmission probability and throughput.
When ClVmin == 31, CWmax == 1023, the per
node throughput in the simulation results range from
65% to 126% of that in our theoretical results. The
average per-node throughput in the simulation results
over the ten runs is about 93% of that in our theoretical
result, and about 84% of that in the theoretical result
in [15], respectively. The variance of log(transmission
probability) and of the throughput are 0.089 and 0.0071,
respectively. When CWmin == CWmax == 31, the per
node throughput in the simulation results range from
80% to 98% of that in our theoretical results. The average
per-node throughput in the simulation result over the ten
runs is about 88% of that in our theoretical result, and
about 77% of that in the theoretical result in [15], re
spectively. The variance of logetransmission probability)
and of the throughput are 0.062 and 0.0034, respectively.
We find that in both cases our theoretical results match
the simulation results well, and the theoretical results in
[15] are much higher than simulation results. We also
observe that when CWmin is equal to CWmax, the
network can provide better fairness.

Parameters Value

Path loss exponent 4
Data rate 1 Mbps
Basic rate 1 Mbps
Payload 512 bytes
SIFS 10 J1s
DIFS 50 J1s
Backoff slot 20 J1S
MAC Header 272 bits
PHY Header 192 bits
RTS 160 bits + PRY Header
CTS 112 bits + PRY Header
ACK 112 bits + PRY Header
SINR 10 dB
Transmission range 250 m
Physical carrier sensing range 550 m

250m

and hence (1- T)N can be well approximated bye-TN.
Similarly, in the simulation, pG(r), pH(r), and pH'(r)
in (17), (18), and (19), are all bigger than 1, IT::::~<5 l in

(17) and (18) is equal to 18, and f(L data
- EIFS)/fJl

Tdata

in (19) is equal to 228, and hence (1 - TtG(rJr rhL~ti:" 1,
(1 - T )pH(rJr rh~~:t;;, 1, and (1 _ T tH'(rJl( ~:::: -EIFS)/81

can also be well approximated by (17), (18), and (19),
respectively. Thus, we conclude that we can use these
simulation settings to well evaluate the performance of
our theoretical results obtained before.

We carry out multi-hop communications in the grid
network. Specifically, we set up 49 CBR traffic flows,
one for each node. The destination nodes of those
flows are randomly chosen. AODV (Ad Hoc OnDemand
Distance Vector) is selected as the routing protocol.

We collect the average transmission probability and the
average throughput over the nine transmitting nodes in
the center of the grid, i.e., nodes 1-9. We repeat this
process ten times, and compare the simulation result
with the theoretical result. Note that according to our
theoretical model, nodes 1, 4, and 7 have 4 hidden

Fig. 6. A grid topology.

TABLE I

SOME CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS.
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Fig. 8. Theoretical and simulation results for nodes 1-9 when
CWmin = CWmax = 31.

where the simulation results well match our theoretical
results.
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